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We propose a simple method for the determination of liquid-crystalsLCd polar anchoring energy by elec-
trical measurements. The basic idea of this method is a two-channel scheme for capacitance measurements.
The first channel uses one cell with a planar LC cell, while the second a LC cell with vertical alignment. One
of the LC cells can have a high pretilt angle. The proposed method allows investigating anchoring properties
of both planar and vertical aligned LC materials. Simultaneous measurements of the two cells compensate all
volume effects in LC bulk and provide a good opportunity to study directly the LC-surface interaction. The
method can be applied for LC cells, which do not have uniform azimuthal orientation. We used this method to
investigate the polar anchoring properties of photoaligning material before and after illumination and for LC
structures with a high pretilt angle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of methods for anchoring energy mea-
surements is especially important for low values of the an-
choring strength, when the liquid-crystalsLCd alignment is
not uniform or when the LC has a high pretilt angle on the
surface alignment layersf1,2g. High-voltage measurements
of the phase retardation usually require a high-quality anti-
parallel orientation in the LC cellf3–6g. Optical methods
have certain problems in polarszenithald anchoring energy
determination for vertically aligned LC cellsf7–9g. In this
case a capacitance technique can be appliedf10g. We pro-
pose to use an additional LC cell with a perpendicular direc-
tor orientationsplanar or homeotropicd for the determination
of the saturation level of the capacitance and for exclusion of
certain volume effects, such as a variation of the LC order
parameter under a high-field applicationf11,12g. Our tech-
nique can be successfully applied to both planar and verti-
cally aligned LC materials. The calculation of the anchoring
coefficient for materials with small pretilt angle can be done
without additional information on the parameters of LC mix-
ture selastic and dielectric constantsd. Our method has a
broad applicability assid the surface azimuthal energy need
not be strong,sii d the LC cell can have a high pretilt angle,
siii d the method is equally useful for measurements of polar
anchoring energies in both planar and homeotropic cells, and
sivd the method applies to nematic LC’s that have both a
positive and negative dielectric anisotropy. Our method of
LC polar anchoring measurements is expected to be helpful
for a broad range of other homogeneous and tilted LC cells
prepared by different techniques, such as rubbingf13g, SiO
oblique evaporationf14g, atomic force microscopesAFMd
patternf15g, or photoaligningf16g.

II. DETERMINATION OF LC POLAR ANCHORING
ENERGY BY ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

The LC cell capacity is determined by the cell gapd, area
of electrodes,S, and dielectric permittivity of LC,«, which is
a function of the applied electric field. For high voltageV
.6Vth the change of the capacity of the LC cell can be
written in the following wayf4,5g:

C =
«0«iS

Qd
S1 −

V̄

V
D , s1d

where S is the electrodes overlapping square,d is the cell
thickness,«i and«' are the LC dielectric constants parallel

and perpendicular to the LC director, andV̄=a«a/«iVth, «a
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p
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g=s«i−«'d /«', k=K3−K1/K1, y=sin2 u, yp=sin2 up, up the
pretilt angle,K1 andK3 Frank elastic constants,
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2gK1

Wd
B,

B =
s1 − kypds1 − ypd

s1 − gypd
. s2d

For the small pretilt angleup,10° we haveB<1. For the
larger pretilt angle the coefficientB can be calculated as a
correction parameter.

Using Eq.s2d we can find the polar anchoring strengthW
by measuring the value of the capacityCinf at a high-voltage
sV.Vthd limit for V→`. The value of the threshold voltage
Vth can be found for the planar LC cell with a small pretilt
angle in the case of a positive LC dielectric anisotropy«a
=«i−«'.0 or a homeotropicsVA d cell in case of a negative
dielectric anisotropy«a,0. For a positive liquid crystal,*Present address: Belarussian State University, Minsk, Belarus.
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whereC' andCi are the capacity of a LC cell for uniform
planar sup=0d and homeotropic orientation of LC cells, re-
spectively. The thickness of the two LC cells must be equal.
The relation s3d is a basic formula for the capacitance
method.

The valueC' can be obtained for a planar LC cell at the
voltageV,Vth. We can also measureCinf in the limit of high
voltagesV→`. At the same time the value ofCi can be
defined by applying a very high voltage, which reoriented
LC molecules in LC bulk including molecules on the surface
aligning layers. The basic problem of the capacity method is
evaluatingCi /Cinf.

To simplify the procedure of measurements and to avoid
parasitic effects, such as an increase of the order parameter
of the LC which takes place under high electric fieldssee the
Appendixd, we propose to define the relative capacity for
planar and homeotropic cells simultaneously. The principal
scheme of such measurement is shown in Fig. 1. Here ac
voltage from a function generator is applied for the two
channels at the same time. Cell 1 has a planar LC orientation
and cell 2 homeotropic LC alignment. If we use a LC with a
positive dielectric anisotropy, cell 1 will be switched in an
electric field. Cell 2 will be used as a reference channel.
ResistorsR1 andR2 are used to measure the current at every
channel. The resistance of LC cellss.10 MV md is much
higher than the values ofR1 andR2 s10 kV md, so we may
consider only the capacitance of LC cells in the equivalent
electrical circuitsFig. 1d. ResistorR1 is a high-performance
variable resistor. This resistor is used for the equalization of
the two channels for the empty cells.

Expressions1d for the scheme shown in Fig. 1 can be
written in the form
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where
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v=2pf, f the frequency of the applied voltage,C1
0 and C2

0

empty cell capacitance, andU1 andU2 the voltages on resis-
tors R1 andR2 sFig. 1d.

The value of the resistorR1 is defined assC1
0/C2

0dR2/R1

=1 for the empty cells. After such a calibration formulas4d
has the simplest form
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Expressions5d provides a simple way for the determination
of the polar anchoring coefficientW. We must measure the
dependence ofU1/U2 on the applied voltage. Formulas5d is
valid for V.6Vth andV,Vmax, whereVmax is the maximal
voltage, when a linear approximation for the function
sU1/U2d is possible. It corresponds to the condition, when
the LC pretilt angle at the substrate is small enoughf4,5g.
The limit of the relationsU1/U2d at V→` can be used for
the calculation of the anchoring coefficientW:
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where Ci and C' can be estimated from the experimental
data,
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U2

V

1

R2v

for any applied voltage,

C' =
U1

V

1

R1v

for V,Vth.

III. LIQUID-CRYSTAL CELLS AND EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP

The increase of the measurement accuracy was achieved
owing to the relative measurement of two equal cells with
opposite orientation. The thickness of these cells must be
stable and not change in the LC filling process. Thus the LC
cell size has to be small and the glass substrates must be
thick enough. We used cells with size 13313 mm2, width
patch area 2 mm, thickness of the glass substrate, 1.1 mm,
electrode area 535 mm2, and cell gap 11.5mm. The func-
tion generator AVTECH AV-151B-C, which had a maximal
amplitude of the output signal of 200 V, was used as an
applied voltage source. For voltage measuring on resistorsR1
andR2, an I/O board PCI-MIO-16E-4 from National Instru-
ments was used. The value of resistorsR1 andR2 was 10 kV.
The frequency of the applied signal was 1 kHz.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The method was used to investigate the modification of
anchoring properties of azodye photoalignment materials

FIG. 1. Principal scheme for two-channel capacity
measurements.
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smixture of SD1 and SDA2f16,17gd for a various exposed
radiation energy dose. Figure 2 shows the ratioU1/U2 in
empty cells and cells filled with LC. The measured value of
the threshold values for the cells wasVth=0.8 V, and we
found that optimal voltage range for linear approximation
was obtained atVmin=5 V and Vmax=20 V. We foundW1
=3.81310−4 J/m2 for the polar anchoring coefficient before
the exposure andW2=3.44310−4 J/m2 after an exposed
dose of 0.8 W/cm2. This result means that the photoalign-
ment material SDA2+SD1 does not exhibit any change of
polar anchoring energy versus exposure time. For high volt-
age s120 Vd we received a saturation value ofU1/U2. The
saturation value was very close to 1, which is expected for
two cells with equal thickness. When the pretilt angleup
.10°, the coefficientB in Eq. s2d decreases, which must be
allowed for sFig. 3d.

We also measured the polar anchoring energy for a high
pretilt angle of the LC director in the cell, simultaneously
using two polyimidesPId agents with different aligning ca-
pability: PI for homeotropic and PI for planar LC alignment
f18g. Using different concentrations of homeotropic PI in
planar PI sfrom 1% to 10%d, we received a LC cell with
different pretilt angles and measured the corresponding polar

anchoring energysFig. 4d. We found that the LC polar energy
is almost independent of the value of the pretilt angle, which
seems reasonablef19g. The value of the polar anchoring en-
ergy was about 0.8–1310−3 J/m2 within the whole range of
the LC pretilt angles fromup=2° to up=66° sFig. 4d.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a modification of the capacitance method for
the LC polar anchoring energy measurements. The proposed
method is simple and increases the accuracy of the capacity
method for the determination of the polar anchoring energy,
especially for nonuniform azimuthal LC alignment, and can
be used for alignment material with a high pretilt angle. This
technique can be used for the investigation of both planar
and homeotropic-aligned materials and for LC having both
positive and negative dielectric anisotropy without any modi-
fication of the experimental scheme. If aligning materials
provide a small pretilt angleup,10°, the polar anchoring
coefficient can be defined without using the LC materials
parametersselastic and dielectric constantsd. In the case of a
high pretilt angle we should know additional information
about the elastic ratioK3/K1 for the correction coefficient.
The polar anchoring energy of the photoaligned azodye lay-
ers was found to be 3.8310−4 J/m2, almost independent of
the UV exposure energy. We also measured the polar anchor-
ing energy for a high pretilt angle of the LC director in the
cell, simultaneously using two polyimidesPId agents with
different aligning capability, and found that the polar anchor-
ing energy is almost independent of the pretilt angle.
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APPENDIX

The effect of the increase of the nematic LC bulk order
f11g including the formation of a biaxial nematic by chang-

FIG. 2. Dependence ofU1/U2 for LC cells with planarscell 1,
alignment material was SDA2+SD1d and homeotropicscell 2,
alignment material was JALC 2021d orientation on applied voltage
V. Liquid crystal was MLC 5700-00. Thickness of the LC cells was
11.5mm.

FIG. 3. Calculated dependence of the correction parameterB,
Eq. s2d, versus pretilt angle. The parametersK3−K1d /K1=1, s«i

−«'d /«'=3.

FIG. 4. Polar anchoring energy dependence on pretilt angle for
high pretilt substrates, prepared with planar and homeotropic align-
ing layers.
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ing the order parameter in high electricf10g or magnetic
fields f20g has been already discussed. The value of the elec-
tric fields ES, when such effects become possible, can be
roughly estimated by comparing the electric field coherence
length jE<1/EÎK1/«0«a with a characteristic thickness of
the order parameter variation from the bulk to the surface
value, which is few molecular lengthsjs<10–100 nmf21g.
Comparing jE<js we get the typical values ofES
<105–106 V/cm.

If the capacitance method is applied directly, we may ob-
serve the above-mentioned increase of the order parameter of
the LC cell due to the ordering of the LC layer under high
voltage and consequently the variation of the LC cell capaci-
tance. The effect of the capacitance increase can be observed
if we apply a high voltage to a homeotropic LC cell. The
relative change of the capacitancesor LC dielectric constantd
is shown in Fig. 5. As followed from Fig. 5, the order-
parameter-induced change of the capacitance is about 2%,
while for an accurate definition of the polar anchoring energy
we need to measure an capacitance with an accuracy of
0.1%. As a result of the order parameter variation, the satu-
ration of the capacitance for the planar LC cell may not be
observed at high electric field and the ratioCi /Cinf cannot be
properly obtained from the experiment.

The second problem of the capacitance method is the in-
fluence of the thickness of the aligning dielectric layer on the
measured values of the LC capacitance. If the thickness of
the aligning layer is not properly fixed, the error increases
and the results become not reproducible. We used the follow-
ing simple formula for the capacitanceC in our calculations:

C =
«0S

dLC

«LC
+

2dal

«al

, sA1d

wheredLC, dal and «LC, «al are the thickness and dielectric
constants of the LC and aligning layers, respectively, and the
S surface area of the LC cell. According to Eq.sA1d the
variation of the aligning layer thickness from 50 to 100 nm
leads to the variation of the LC capacitance by 4%–8%. Thus
the information on the limited values of the capacitance at a
high electric field becomes inaccurate and we may face large
errors in LC polar anchoring energy evaluation by the ca-
pacitance method. To increase the accuracy of the capaci-
tance method we have to introduce the correction, which
provides the saturation value forU1/U2 equal to 1sFig. 6d.
The measurements were performed in the following way:sid
the ratio of the capacitance of the two empty cells was mea-
sured; sii d after filling the cells with LC two different LC
cells were formed with homeotropic and planar LC align-
ment; siii d high voltagess100–120 Vd were applied to the
cells and the capacitance ratio was measured in the approxi-
mation of infinite fields. If the thickness of the aligning lay-
ers of the two LC cells is the same, then the two capacitance
ratios measured at the stepssid and siii d should be the same.
However, in reality these ratios are different, and conse-
quently, the correction should be introduced to provide the
saturation point forU1/U2 equal to 1 by subsequent multi-
plication of all experimental values ofU1/U2 sV−1d by the
same correction coefficientsFigs. 2 and 6d.

Our method of the simultaneous two-LC-cell capacitance
measurements allows solving all the above-mentioned prob-
lems and getting reliable values of the LC polar anchoring
values by the capacitance method. Figure 2 clearly demon-
strates the measurement results.

FIG. 5. Relative change of the capacity VA LC cellCVA /CVA
0 in

a high electric field. The cell was filled with MLC 5700-000, having
a positive dielectric anisotropy. The cell thickness was 11mm. The
PI aligning agent JALC-2021 was used to provide a homeotropic
LC alignment.

FIG. 6. Correction coefficient versus the ratio of the cell gaps of
homeotropic to planar LC cellsdhom/dplanar. Dots indicate the cor-
rection parameter versusdhom/dplanar received in experiment. Solid
line shows the correction parameter when the thickness of the align-
ing layersdal in homeotropic and planar LC cells is equal. Dashed
line is the approximation of the experimental data.
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